
MI314 – History of Mathematics:
Euclid’s Number Theory

The Euclidean Algorithm
Definitions. We can define division with remainder as follows. Let a and b be natural
numbers, and b ą a. Then there are unique integers q and r such that

b = qa+ r and 0 ď r ă a.

Theorem. (Elements VII 1) If two unequal numbers are set out and the lesser is always
subtracted in turn om the greater, then, if the remainder never measures the number
before it until a unit is le, the original numbers will be prime to one another.
Proof. Let a and b be natural numbers, and b ą a. If we continually subtract a om
b and the remainder, r does not divide b (we can write r ffl b), we have division with
remainder,

b = q0a+ r0,

such that r0 ă a.
If, then, we continuously subtract r om a with remainder t, such that t ffl a, we

have
a = q1r0 + r1,

such that t ă r.
We continue this process until we get some final expression, say,

rn´1 = qn+1rn + 1.

Now, we say that a and b are prime to one another. For if not, assume, for the
sake of contradiction, that there is some e that measures a and b, that is e  a and
e  b. But since e  b, that is e  (q0a + r0), while e  a, therefore e  r0. But
again, e  a, that is e  (q1r0 + r1), while e  r0, therefore e  r1. And so on in
this way, until we have e  1, which is impossible.

Therefore, it is not possible that e  a and e  b. Therefore, a and b are prime
to one another.
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Key. We execute the Euclidean Algorithm until we reach 1, which is a condition of the
theorem. We use an indirect argument to show that no natural number that is greater
than 1 can divide both original numbers.

Problem. (Elements VII 2) Given two numbers, not prime to one another, to find their
greatest common measure.

Proof. (Sketch) Let a and b be natural numbers, and b ą a. If we execute the
Euclidean Algorithm, we will eventually arrive at some final expression, say,

rn´2 = qnrn´1 + rn,

such that rn ‰ 1 and rn  rn´1, which are guaranteed by the conditions of the
proposition.

First, we show that rn  a and rn  b. Since, rn  rn´1, therefore rn 

(qnrn´1 + rn). That is, rn  rn´2. Likewise, rn  rn´3, rn  rn´4, until we have
rn  a and rn  b.

Next, we show that there is no integer greater than rn that divides both a and
b. As in the previous proposition, we assume, for the sake of argument that there is,
and we show a contradiction. The argument follows the pattern set out above.

Key. We execute the algorithm, leaving some final remainder that divided the previous
remainder. We show first that this final remainder also divides the two original numbers.
Finally, we show, by indirect argument, that this must be the greatest divisor.
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